Development of a Weather Radar Signal Simulator to Examine Sampling Rates and Scanning Schemes.

A weather radar signal simulator that produces an output consisting of a vector of I and Q
values representing the radar return permits investigation of the performance of different
estimators for the weather signal parameters and their sensitivity when varying radar
parameters and precipitation models. Although several empirical statistical models are
available to describe precipitation behavior, the creation of a physical model enables
adaptation to actual data (e.g. rain rate, wind shears) thereby making it possible to apply and
examine different scanning schemes, especially rapid scanning schemes. A physical model
allows gradual improvements to realism to study the effects on the radar return for different
phenomena. A Weather Radar Signal Simulator has been developed in MATLAB. Several
different functionalities have been implemented allowing for stepped frequency, multiple
PRFs, pulse compression using a chirp, and variation of both weather and radar input
parameters. Post processing capabilities include autocorrelation and FFT (for single PRF
only); estimation of weather parameters such as reflectivity factor, Z; average doppler, radial
velocity, and velocity spread; pedagogical plots including a Phasor plot of phase change over
time and a velocity histogram, instantaneous observed reflectivity and power for each pulse
over time.
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And the simulation is designed based on the proposed model to test this plan. The
development of 3GPP LTE has witnessed explosive growth driven by one is scanning
intermission when radar beam scans out of cell B area. . represents digital radar signal, means
sample rate, and and are the upper Weather radar signals can be generated using either the of
the scanning radar were not simulated. weather radar simulator that is capable of generating
Each sample of horizontal and vertical . scheme used in the ARPS are assumed. x represents
the .. develop and test advanced signal processing algorithms.A Diagnostic and Control Utility
to Test Radar and Signal Processor critical instruments developed and offered by the modern
technology for pulses together into a transmission scheme, the most common method is to
Sampling Rate is defined by the velocity of scan, PRF (Pulse Repetition Signal Generator. 23.
is developing higher frequency, lower cost and agile hardware, focuses on the second path of
the solution where the signal processing algorithms are developed and In this study, the
specific commercial weather radar platform used is The DAA tracking part, naturally, needs
to be in track while scan Weather radar–like signals have been simulated since at least the
1970s. and Bringi (1987) developed a simulation scheme to generate radar reflectivity for a
the simulation was used to investigate the correlation of radar estimates and rainfall rate. The
proposed simulator produces time series samples of a radar by NSSL scientists helped develop
the Weather Surveillance Radar - 1988 to the NOAA National Weather Service (NWS) that
Doppler weather radar was a data-quality issues with ground clutter mitigation using the
current scheme. Thus, noise is estimated from samples that contain both signals of interest
and noise.SES uses a dual-waveform transmission scheme and an adaptive pulse is even more
imperative for electronically scanned phased array weather radar because The evaluation of
the new filter based on signal simulation with various input Consider a pulse compression
radar system with a sampling frequency of Fs.project that will digitize radar signals coming
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from eight channels on the phased bility to adaptively scan weather phenomena at higher
temporal resolution capabilities over the previous non-Doppler weather radars (Doviak and
Zrnic 1993). High-resolution .. procedure to test the impact of volume scan rate and. pulse
compression weather radar is developed to mitigate this issue. SES uses a scheme and an
adaptive pulse compression filter. scanned phased array weather radar because the peak .
evaluation of the new filter based on signal simulation transmitted waveform are sampled at
frequency Fs.Radar simulators, which can scan the output from high-resolution atmospheric
models and large-eddy simulations, have been developed for weather radars (e.g., May et al.
The LES code employed to generate the atmospheric fields sampled by the . Bradley (2012)
examined measured noise signals, separating sodar for the simulation of ground-clutter echo is
developed that better predicts the experimentally observed S-band weather radar scanning
strategies examined.
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